To enable high-level semantic indexing of video, we tackle the problem of automatically structuring motion pictures into meaningful story units, namely scenes. In our recent work, drawing guidance from Film Grammar, we proposed an algorithmic solution for extracting scenes in motion pictures based on a shot neighborhood color coherence measure. In this paper, we extend our work by presenting various refinement mechanisms, inspired by the knowledge of film devices that are brought to bear while crafting scenes, to further improve the results of the scene detection algorithm. We apply the enhanced algorithm to ten motion pictures and demonstrate the resulting improvements in performance.
INTRODUCTION
Motion pictures, like other video genres are constructed from shots which are contiguous sequences of images (frames) captured by a single camera. While shots are fundamental to media production, they are analogous to letters or words in a written language and convey little semantic information in isolation. Most meaningful information is embedded at a higher level of film structure, known as scenes or story units, which reflect the aggregation of multiple shots revolving around a single dramatic persona, incidence or location [I] . The problem of extracting scenes from film is one of locating boundaries between them, and is formulated as a problem of determining whether a scene boundary occurs across two groups of shots (a group may contain just a single shot).
Since scenes are composed of many shots, automatic detection of scene boundaries requires high-level concepts spanning sequences of shots and between shots analysis. Thereexist currently two primary trends in exploiting visual information for scene boundary extraction. The first trend groups shots into different clusters and interprets the temporal ordering of elements from each cluster 121 Techniques from the second trend [3,4] develop a memory viewer based model which is either causal, finite or non causal infinite to define a shot coherence measure based on shot recall ahility, and scenes are detected by searching for local minimaon this coherence curve. first trend is that they critically depend upon clustering parameters (threshold, number of clusters). Clustering also inhibits the ability to visualize the feature progression across shots which would be useful in locating scene boundaries.
Techniques from the second trend require accurately detecting local minima from a rather noisy signal which is often difficult. Further, this model draws guidance from the subjective perception of viewers, as opposed to being based on production knowlege of how scenes are consuucted using various cinematic devices by directors worldwide.
In [5] we outlined an algorithm for extracting scene boundaries by thresholding a measure of visual coherence computed around neighhorhoodsof shots. The visual coherence was calculated for each shot as the maximum color similarity of shots preceding and succeeding it within a fixed temporal window. Rather than using a discrete color histogram intersection-based technique, our coherence measure took into account the matrix of similarity across color hues. Low values of coherence were taken to indicate the presence of a scene boundary. While our shot neighborhood coherence-based approach returns a majority of scene boundary indices. it does not specifically accommodate punctuation devices used in scene consuuction, which can reduce missed boundaries. Our approach also leads to many false positives caused by fast visual changes across shots due to high camera movement. scene activity or complex film editing.
In this paper, we present new refinement methods to improve the detection of scene boundaries. These include film punctuation detection, temporal window extension. scene tempo analysis, and scene color likelihood models. T h g are based on insights gained from film grammar pertaining to scene composition in media productions. The proposed techniques can he potentially implemented in conjunction with other scene extraction algorithms being developed elsewhere, and can improve their performance also.
REFINEMENTS TO SCENE DETECTION

ALGORITHMS
Film Grammar is defined in 16, p.21 as being comprised of a body of 'rules' and conventions that are "the product of experimentation, an accumulation of solutions found by everyday practice of the craft", and we exploit Film Grammar not only to capture the ways in which a scene is crafted as a whole to guide the design of our scene extraction algorithm, but also to devise new means to add robustness to the algorithm.
Film Punctuations
In addition to reinforcing the visual and dramatic unification of all shots within a scene, film devices in enteringlexiting scenes are deliberately placed by film makers in order to deliver extra meaning to viewers. These devices are termed as Jilm punctuation [61. According to Arijon, separation hetween sequences, pauses in narration, and stress of a passage in films are achieved by editing, camera movement and object movement, either alone or used in combination [61 to allow for clarity and separation between scenes. Since these punctuations denote scene changes, they can be detected and merged with the list of scene indices determined by automatic techniques. In this section, we only discuss devices that are computable. A popular device for denoting a time transition between scenes is fade outlfade in. White out and color fades are occasionally used as alternatives to ordinary fades. Other gradual transitions such wipes and dissolves can also be used to to connect two sequences isolated in time and/or space. Dark areas can also be used as an alternative to gradual shot transition devices. With this technique, the camera can pan or track from behind a dark area that fills the screen and then cut to the similar opening device. According to Arijon, if all scenes begin abruptly, undue emphasis would be placed on them [6] . It is better to begin neutrally and then move on to the main event, which can be achieved by moving the character or the camera. The actor body may block the camera lens and then start to move away disclosing the scene. Alternatively, the camera frames an object in silhouette that blackens the screen completely and tracks to the side to reveal the new scene behind. We use a technique developed in [7] to detect fades. This technique first detects monochrome frames as significant fade cues.
It then examines various luminance measurements such as mean and variances in frame neighborhoods to determine if a real fade is present.
In our proposed solution, in addition to fades, detection of other devices such as dark areas is done by searching for all shots that have values of the mean and variance of the lightness of the first or last frame in the shots helow a threshold. However, dark scenes also contain low values of lightness. Fortunately, dark night scenes are often presented as a mixture of black and vibrant, highly saturated dark colors. Therefore, after discarding the black component, night shots generally have higher average saturation than dark frames inserted for film punctuation purposes. As one of the primary uses of this technique is to create suspense (the viewer is left waiting for something to happen but does not know when [6]), we can set a lower hound on the duration of such shots. If the first or the last frame of a shot is detected as a punctuation frame, the current or the next shot respectively is considered as the start of a new scene.
Extended Temporal Windows
This technique is inspired from the work described in [Z] . In our algorithm, in computing shot neighbourhood coherence, the temporal window used is kept small, so that all shorter scenes can be detected, especially when they are followed and preceded by scenes with similar visual characteristics. This means some scenes are broken down into many units resulting in an oversegmentation of the film. For many applications, it is more beneficial to have several units representing an actual scene and to present all these unifs, rather than having one unit representing several scenes, since these scenes cannot be recovered in subsequent analysis [Z]. However, this gives rise to the problem of discriminating between false positive boundaries and those resulting from oversegmentation. Many falsely detected boundaries based on shot neighbourhood coherence can he eliminated by using an extended temporal window mechanism, thus countering the fixed-window-size limitation of the original approach [81. Shot neighbourhood coherence is computed for each shot at each located scene boundary using an extended temporal window. The new temporal window extends to either the next detected scene boundary or 10 shots (depending on which is less) on either side of the current shot. If the coherence level is greater than a threshold, that scene boundary is deemed as a false positive. If all scene boundaries are detected in the first step.
the relaxed window for each shot at a boundary can extend from the first shot of the last scene to the last shot of the succeeding scene. However, if a scene boundary is missed, it may result in the window being extended too much either in the forward or backward direction. This problem is tackled by imposing a rather large threshold on the maximum length of the extended window. An illusnation of how the window extension mechanism is used is shown in Figure 1. Let A 
Analysis of High 'Impact' Colors
Colors can function as indexical signs to denote or connote a character, place and time [IO] . They also occur as principal events, e.g.. projecting red flashes over the entire screen IO express a character's intense moments of rage or love.
For maximum impact and comprehension, these colors tend to have high 'aesthetic impact', and are also referred to as color ofenergy [I I] . They are unlikely to be associated with normal objects or backgrounds that are common from scene to scene. Two segments containing these colors are often semantically associated, and if consecutive, they are often part of the same scene. In fact, apriori continuous values can he assigned to each color to denote its possibility as a dramatic element in the scene. Figure 3 shows the unequal distribution of colors across scenes. Each color in our palette is represented by a circle with the radius representing the average amount of that color across scene indices. Five circles lying on the x-axis represent five achromatic colors: black, white and 3 gray scales. The y-axis indicates the hue of each color from Red (I) to Purple-Red (12). The x-axis indicates three lightness levels corresponding to 3 ranges (1-3). (4-6) and (7-9). In each segment, saturation increases from left to right. As can be seen from the figure, the most common colon across scenes are black, grey and other earthy tones that are common in our living environment. BluefGreen is also common as it represents the night color. It rarely occurs that the same highly saturated colors are contained in adjacent scenes.
. .
. . The colors mapping to circles with radius smaller than a threshold are filtered to form the list of high 'impact' colors.
Let rc denote the maximum occurrence of color C across a set of scene indices used as training data. Successive scenes are merged if the amount of color C in both is more than ff.rc. The parameter, a should be greater than 1 IO avoid overfitting the training data, This approach would he further improved with the development of a valid probability model of color occurrence across scene indices.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to ensure that the overall performance measures of the algorithm are not hi?sed toward a specific movie type, we set up a data set consisting of 10 full-length movies of all major genres including action (Act), horror (HIT), science fiction (Scifi), adventure (Adv), thriller (Thrl), fantasy (Fts), family (Fml), drama (Drm), comedy (Cmd) and mystery (Mys). Information about each movie is provided in Table I --
shows that the use of punctuation devices are rather common in film practice. Fades and dark frames alone are used to create 10.7% (691646) of scene boundaries. The detection of film punctuation devices is highly accurate; only 7
devices were found to be false alarms out of a total of 76 punctuation devices found. Two of them were false fades, and the rest were due to the fact that the dark areas detected did not signal a scene transition, but only a pause in narration. It is important to note that some of these punctuation indices are also detected by the coherence method. The elimination of false alarms by the other three refinements i s also highly effective. These eliminate 35% (78/(78+147)) of the original false alarms. The accuracy rate of the elimination techniques is 86.7% (78/(78+12)). On the negative side, the refinement techniques seem to be wunter productive when applied to The Mummy which produces 3 false punctuation devices and eliminates 4 true indices. This is due to the fact that a large part of this movie is shot in a cave which is both very dark and earthy. These dark sequences are sensitive to false detection of punctuation devices. On the other hand, due to the same dark tones in all scenes in the cave, when the temporal window is extended, the probability of finding two shots from two adjacent scenes with the same visual property increases, resulting in them being incorrectly merged. The last column of Table 1 shows the final results of our scene boundary detection algorithm incorporating all the refinement techniques presented. These include the number of boundaries correctly detected (Det), number of missed boundaries (Miss), number of false alarms (False), recall include film punctuation detection, temporal window extension, tempo analysis, and scene color likelihood models. These techniques demonstrate significant improvements in overall performance and illustrate the power of using Film Grammar in analyzing and interpreting movie data faithfully. Our approach allows for future development of additional refinement steps to scene extraction based on new film techniques as they become widely practiced.
